
At �e Table
Start your meal by lighting the candle(s) as a symbol of the light, life and presence of Jesus
that completely surrounds us and is always available to us…this is a great job for a kiddo!

CANDLES

As you dine together, wonder together what God is up to in your world. Share stories of joy, 
delight and gratitude - both big and small. Don’t rush, consider moments of silent reflection.

SHARING

Pause to reflect as a table on what you read. Wonderings and musings are welcome 
(and encouraged!). 
  •  What has captured your attention recently?
  •  What interests you about a rhythm of rest?
  •  What might need to change to make more room in your life for a rhythm of rest?

QUESTIONS

End your time together around the table with this blessing: 
       May God bless you and protect you.
       May God show you favor and be gracious to you.
       May God show you kindness and grant you peace.

BLESSING

SCRIPTURE
Share a scripture pasage, poem or special reading to read out loud together. 
Here are a few ideas:
 
  •  Genesis 2:3  •  Deut 8:10  •  Matthew 12:9-14 
  •  Exodus 20:1-21 •  Luke 13:10-17 •  Psalm 19
  •  Mark 2:23-38

moment
A SABBATH



The People
•  Invite family or friends, a neighbor, a small group…literally anyone with whom
    you want to share an intentional meal.
•  Is there someone new you’ve met? Someone you are longing to spend time
    with? Consider including them at your Sabbath Moment!

The F�d
•  Keep it simple and special.
•  Involve everyone (even the kiddos) in preparing the meal.
•  Make it a potluck, a taco bar, dessert-fest, a chili cook off...the sky is the limit!

•  Set the table. It can be as fancy or as casual as you wish. This is another great 
    way to get kids involved - they could make namecards or placemats or... 
•  Include candles in your table décor. Candles are a great way to create a lovely
    ambiance for slowed down conversations. You will light a candle to begin your meal.

Prepare The Table
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T �e restful life
Sabbath invites us to stop. It literally means to cease. This concept of 
stopping, resting and blessing was woven right into the fabric of all 
creation (Genesis 2:2-3). God finished the work he had been doing and 
he rested. He set the day aside, blessed it and called it holy.

The boundary line was drawn, and the foundational and restorative
rhythm of stopping, resting and blessing was established. Practicing
Sabbath helps create room for God to speak, space for us to listen,
and margin for ourselves and others. With intention, we make room
to practice the way of Jesus.
 
Whether you are new to the rhythm of Sabbath or you have practiced
it for years…

This simply is a practice around the dinner table where we join in the 
good old-fashioned art of sharing a meal. 
 
A Sabbath Moment is inspired by the Jewish Shabbat meal that is
practiced and celebrated all over the world to mark the beginning of
Sabbath, time set aside to stop our work and to rest and delight in our
God and Savior.
 
This practice does not encompass all of the richness and beauty that is
available to us through the rhythmic practice of Sabbath, but it may
provide an opportunity for us to gather around a table, rest, share
stories and scripture, and to bless one another…and that starts to look
a lot like Sabbath…even for a moment.
 
Enjoy!

welcome to
A SABBATH MOMENT!


